
Dear Chair Sirotkin, Vice-Chair Clarkson, Senator Balint, Senator Brock, and Senator 
Hooker, 
 
My team has learned that Senator Brock is proposing the following: 
1) remove mastodon and mammoth, 2) remove the 200g limit for antiques and firearms/knives 
exemptions, and 3) change the antique standard from 100 to 50 years. 
 
 
Please know that doing any of these changes would not only set Vermont FAR apart from the 11 
other states plus DC, but it would do more harm than good and would, thus, kill the bill-- kill 8 
years of advocacy and discount the voices, science, data, and research of thousands of 
Vermonters' and experts from around the world and on the ground in Africa. I have attached a 
document illustrating why mammoth is included in other states' legislation and why Vermont 
must be consistent with that.  The weight limit is imperative and is in guidelines with what the 
Federal government is recommending for state action and removing it would make full tusks 
and full ivory statues legal---- in this way trade in these large pieces would flow into Vermont--
this is the last thing we want to do!  
 
We have bent so very far to appease the opposition and what the House created, while not ideal 
for us, bends as far as we possibly could go-- any further tampering and Vermont would then set 
the bar to a new low, potentially influence the many other states with pending legislation to 
weaken their laws, perpetuate the slaughter, and--worse for Vermont--open up Vermont to the 
very trade that business owners like John Martin in South Burlington are begging to end. 
 
I am not sure more what we can say, share, or do to ask you with all respect to oppose this 
incredibly damaging amendment that would essentially kill the bill. Please swiftly vote H.99 out 
of your Committee as is. If you wish to have further scientific data and reasoning on any of our 
arguments, please let me know and we will deliver that immediately.  
 
Thank you, 
Ashley McAvey 
Founder, Vermont For Wildlife, representing 450-all volunteer citizens from around the State 
 
 



 
 
Ashley Prout McAvey MEM (Master of Environmental Management) 
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